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Unification / Uniqueness
A brief history

Beginning of last century: 
Einstein + Maxwell theory.
Suggest a unique underlying unified theory.

Then some experimental problems arise: 
   - Strong and Weak interactions
   - Muon (quark/lepton families)
   - Parameters (masses, coupings)

Then some theoretical problems arise:
Yang-Mills theory: QED is not unique.
Many other gauge theories are possible.
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Unification / Uniqueness
A brief history

The Standard Model is discovered
Once again suggests an underlying unified theory.
(gauge principle; GUT structure). But uniqueness??

String Theory is discovered.
Unifies all interactions with gravity.
Imposes strong restrictions on matter:
Renewed hopes for uniqueness.

The Duality Revolution of 1995:
String Theory (M-Theory) is unique.
(if we can define it...)

But there is another revolution most people preferred to 
overlook: The string vacuum revolution.
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A. Strominger,
“Calabi-Yau manifolds with Torsion”, 1986



Lerche, Lüst, Schellekens
“Chiral, Four-dimensional Heterotic Strings From Self-Dual Lattices”, 1986
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1 Introduction: The “Vacuum Selection” Problem

From the beginning, the seemingly vast array of possible ground states has made string theory

both attractive and problematic. Ground states with more than four supersymmetries have

the virtue that they are theoretically tractable, but they are also totally unrealistic. It has

long been clear that no potential for the moduli exists, and the duality revolution spoiled any

remaining hope that some sort of non-perturbative inconsistency might permit us to discard

these states. It also strongly suggested that this proliferation of possible ground states is an

inherent feature of any sort of quantum general relativity. Apart from anthropic arguments (to

be discussed below), we have no inkling why nature doesn’t select one of these states. With

four or less supersymmetries there is a vast proliferation of candidate ground states, revealed

in various approximations. Some of these have features which resemble those of the real world.

Unlike the case of more supersymmetries, there are potentials for the moduli, tadpoles (either at

the perturbative or non-perturbative level), and some possibility of non-perturbative anomalies.

Faced with this plethora of states, I, for a long time, comforted myself that not a single example

of a (meta)stable ground state of this sort had been exhibited in a controlled approximation,

and so perhaps there might be some unique or at least limited set of sensible states.

One of the most exciting – and troubling – developments in string theory in the last few

years has been the suggestion that there is a vast array of stable or highly metastable states of

string theory with four or less supersymmetries. Crucial to the emerging picture is the role of

compactification with fluxes.[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] The most persuasive elaboration of this possibility

to date is due to Kachru, Kallosh, Linde and Trivedi (KKLT),[7] who argue for the existence

of a discretuum or landscape,[8] both supersymmetric with N = 1 supersymmetry, as well

as non-supersymmetric, with supersymmetry softly broken. The existence of a landscape, if

established, raises questions about the very nature of scientific explanation. Most importantly,

this assertion places the anthropic principle at center stage. There has been strong reaction to

this fact, ranging from near celebration by advocates of the anthropic principle to a great deal of

handwringing and even denunciation from those who find the anthropic principle objectionable.

In this talk, I would like to give an overview of some of the issues raised by the possible

existence of a landscape. I will explain why, even before we accept the landscape, some element

of anthropic explanation is probably inevitable in quantum general relativity. Understanding

the number of supersymmetries and the dimension of space-time may well require invoking

some extremely weak anthropic considerations (what we might call the Minimalist Anthropic
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All gauge theoriesComplexity

A Cern Cafetaria Napkin (~ 1988)

Life
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1984-2006:
A Slow Revolution

1987: Gepner models

    ........

1995: M-theory compactifications, F-theory, Orientifolds

    ........

2003: “The Anthropic Landscape of String Theory” (L. Susskind)

1984: Hopes for Unification and Uniqueness

1985: Calabi-Yau manifolds, Orbifolds, Narain Lattices.

1986: CY’s with torsion; Fermionic and Bosonic constructions
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The Anthropic Principle

Most formulations are nonsense. (including statements by 
Brandon Carter, Barrows & Tippler).

Does not make sense without String Theory (or better) or 
Eternal Inflation (or equivalent).

Is an inevitable consequence of String Theory.

Until 2000, almost no papers relate String Theory and the 
Anthropic principle.

Without anti-anthropic prejudices, we might have predicted 
the “Anthropic Landscape of Quantum Gravity”.



Hindsight...

Soon after starting graduate school, I went to see Howard 
Georgi. “What are you thinking about?” he asked me. I 
rattled off several things that seemed interesting to me, 
ending with, “… and quantum gravity.” “Don’t waste 
your time!” he barked, “There’s no decoupling limit in 
which it’s sensible to consider quantum gravity effects, 
while neglecting other interactions. Unless you know 
particle physics all the way up to the Planck scale, you 
can never hope to say anything predictive about quantum 
gravity.” Howard was, of course, completely correct.

Jacques Distler, “Musings”



How many “vacua” are needed?

Requires understanding of “anthropic” 
considerations for different gauge theories.

Requires some definition of a measure and 
boundaries.

Wild guess: about 1020  for SM fine-tunings

The same problems exist in principle for the cosmological
 constant, but seem less serious there: about 10120  would be needed.

Recent estimates:  String Theory has plenty of ground 
states to understand all fine-tunings.

(Bousso-Polchinski, Douglas Denef,...



Vacuum counting (1998)

Number of vacua

SM Probability
 (experimental) 

1030 ! 10!80 = 10!50



Vacuum counting (2006)

10500 ! 10!80 ! 10!120 = 10300

Number of vacua

SM Probability

Cosmological
Constant
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Falsifiability
String Theory is falsifiable (but, remarkably, has not been falsified yet).

Its vacuum structure is (theoretically) falsifiable.

Non-anthropic nature of other vacua is
(theoretically) falsifiable.

Chiral Fermions (without anomalies)

The Standard Model gauge group

Three Families

Couplings of reasonable size

Two loop finiteness

Black hole entropy

Cosmological constant

Moduli stabilization

....
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Summary: 

A landscape of vacua is the only sensible outcome
for a “Theory of Everything” 

Therefore: A Success for String Theory

4-D Quantum gravity implies that the SM is part
of a huge landscape: an amazing conclusion! (if correct).

Fits nicely with some of the great discoveries in the history 
of science (heliocentric model, theory of Evolution...)
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(From physics/06041340)

Usually we regard all these four-dimensional String Theories as so-called “ground
states” of one of the ten-dimensional ones. To understand the concept of a ground state
one may think of a mountain range with many valleys. In this picture the mountain range
represents the theory, and the valleys the distinct ground states. Inhabitants of each of
these valleys only see a small part of the entire mountain range. Nevertheless, everything
is ultimately connected.

This picture restores the lost uniqueness to some extent. There may be many ground
states, but there is just one theory. At least, that would be the ideal situation. But up to
now we still had five theories instead of one. That corresponds to five mountain ranges,
each with its own valleys. Four years ago this suddenly changed. The five mountain ranges
all turned out to be the same, but viewed from di!erent angles. Just as the Mont Blanc
looks totally di!erent from Italy or France, apparently totally di!erent String Theories
turned out to be di!erent ways of looking at the same theory. Unfortunately we have not
found an exact formulation of this overarching theory. Many people are looking for that
at the moment.

Everything seems to point in the direction that we are dealing with only one theory, but
that this theory has a huge number of ground states. Just like each mountain valley may
have its own laws and customs, every ground state has its own system of laws of physics.
Instead of electromagnetic, strong and weak forces there will be other interactions, instead
of quarks and leptons other particles. If String Theory is correct, one of these many
possibilities is realized in our universe. One of the big challenges is to demonstrate that
our universe is indeed one of these possibilities.

We can only discuss other ground states purely theoretically. In contrast to an inhab-
itant of a mountain valley, who in principle could go and have a look at another valley,
we would not even be able to exist in another ground state. The quarks and leptons out
of which we are composed do not even exist there. Nevertheless it seems just a small
step to assume that other ground states might be realized in another universe. Such a
statement lies, however, beyond the boundaries of physics. By definition, physics cannot
make statements about things that cannot be observed. We can only speak in theoretical
terms about other possible universes. They are solutions to the same equations satisfied
by our own universe.

This line of thought fits in very well with a series of insights that pointed out our
modest place in the cosmos. Our planet is not the center of the solar system, our sun
is just one of many stars and not even a very special one, and the same is true for our
galaxy. It seems natural to assume that also our universe, including the quarks, leptons
and interactions we observe is just one out of many possibilities.

This way of thinking has important consequences. If indeed our universe, including its
laws of physics and the entire Standard Model is just out one of many possibilities, this
implies that there are limits to what we can compute. The properties of the quarks and
leptons, their interactions and the parameters of the Standard Model (or at least part of
them) were fixed at the birth of our universe, when a choice was made out of the many
possibilities. We will never be able to compute that choice, because it could just as well
have been di!erent.
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Reasonable goals

Explore unknown regions of the landscape

Establish the likelyhood of standard model features 
(gauge group, three families, ....) 

Convince ourselves that the standard model is a plausible 
vacuum.

Determine if we are the “Chinese” or the “Andorrans”
of the landscape.

... and maybe we get lucky
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Gepner Models



Earlier footprints
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Gepner Models

c =
3k

k + 2
, k = 1, . . . ,!

hl,m =
l(l + 2)!m2

4(k + 2)
+

s2

8

168 ways of solving 
!

i

cki = 9

(l = 0, . . . k; q = !k, . . . k + 2; s = !1, 0, 1, 2)

  (plus field identification)

simple currents4(k + 2)

Spectrum:

Building Blocks:
Minimal N=2 CFT



Tensoring

Preserve world-sheet susy

Preserve space-time susy (GSO)

Use surviving simple currents to build 
MIPFs

This yields one point in the moduli space of 
a Calabi-Yau manifold



Selecting MIPFs and Orientifolds

A subgroup      of    

A rational matrix          defined on 

An element      of

A set of signs            defined on  

Each tensor product has a discrete group
of simple currents:  

H

H

G

X!"

J · a = b
G

K

!K(J)

G

{
{

Choose:

H



A MIPF
   (0+2)^2 + (1+3)^2 + (4+6)*(13+15) + (5+7)*(12+14)

 + (8+10)^2 + (9+11)^2 + (12+14)*(5+7) + (13+15)*(4+6)
 + (16+18)*(25+27) + (17+19)*(24+26) + (20+22)^2 + (21+23)^2
 + (24+26)*(17+19) + (25+27)*(16+18) + (28+30)^2 + (29+31)^2
 + (32+34)^2 + (33+35)^2 + (36+38)*(45+47) + (37+39)*(44+46)
 + (40+42)^2 + (41+43)^2 + (44+46)*(37+39) + (45+47)*(36+38)
 + (48+50)*(57+59) + (49+51)*(56+58) + (52+54)^2 + (53+55)^2
 + (56+58)*(49+51) + (57+59)*(48+50) + (60+62)^2 + (61+63)^2

....

 + 2*(2913)*(2915) + 2*(2914)*(2912) + 2*(2915)*(2913)
 + 2*(2916)^2 + 2*(2917)^2 + 2*(2918)^2 + 2*(2919)^2
 + 2*(2920)^2 + 2*(2921)^2 + 2*(2922)^2 + 2*(2923)^2

 + 2*(2924)*(2926) + 2*(2925)*(2927) + 2*(2926)*(2924)
 + 2*(2927)*(2925) + 2*(2928)^2 + 2*(2929)^2 + 2*(2930)^2

 + 2*(2931)^2 + 2*(2932)*(2934) + 2*(2933)*(2935)
 + 2*(2934)*(2932) + 2*(2935)*(2933) + 2*(2936)*(2938)
 + 2*(2937)*(2939) + 2*(2938)*(2936) + 2*(2939)*(2937)

 + 2*(2940)^2 + 2*(2941)^2 + 2*(2942)^2 + 2*(2943)^2



Boundary coefficients

Crosscap coefficients

Boundaries and Crosscaps*

Boundaries and crosscaps

• Boundary coe!cients

R[a,!a](m,J) =

!

|H|
|Ca||Sa|

!!
a(J)SJ

am

• Crosscap coe!cients

U(m,J) =
1

"

|H|

#

L"H

"(K, L)PLK,m#J,0

SJ is the fixed point resolution matrix
Sa is the Stabilizer of a
Ca is the Central Stabilizer (Ca ! Sa ! H)
!a is a discrete group character of cCa

P =
"

TST 2S
"

T

*Huiszoon, Fuchs, Schellekens, Schweigert, Walcher (2000)

U(m,J) =
1!
|H|

"

L!H
e!i(hK"hKL)!K(L)PLK,m"J,0



Coefficients

Klein bottle

Annulus

Moebius

Partition functions
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Partition Functions
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• Closed string projection
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• Open string projection
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Na = Chan-Paton Multiplicity

     :  Chan-Paton multiplicityNa



Tadpole cancellation condition:

Cubic           anomalies cancel

Remaining anomalies by Green-Schwarz 
mechanism

In rare cases, additional conditions for
global anomaly cancellation*

TrF 3

• Tadpoles and Anomalies

Cancellation of massless tadpoles between disk and crosscap

X

b

NbRb(m,J) = 4!mU(m,J) ,

Determines Chan-Paton multiplicities Nb

Then: purely cubic Tr F 3 anomalies cancel

Remaining ones cancelled by Green-Schwarz terms

Two-point RR-twoform/gauge boson vertices generate masses for anomalous
U(1) and some non-anomalous ones

In these models: B+L massive, Y massless (required), B-L massive or massless

Baryon and Lepton number remain as perturbative symmetries

*Gato-Rivera, Schellekens (2005)

tadpoles & Anomalies



Abelian Masses

• Tadpoles and Anomalies

Cancellation of massless tadpoles between disk and crosscap

X

b

NbRb(m,J) = 4!mU(m,J) ,

Determines Chan-Paton multiplicities Nb

Then: purely cubic Tr F 3 anomalies cancel

Remaining ones cancelled by Green-Schwarz terms

Two-point RR-twoform/gauge boson vertices generate masses for anomalous
U(1) and some non-anomalous ones

In these models: B+L massive, Y massless (required), B-L massive or massless

Baryon and Lepton number remain as perturbative symmetries

Green-Schwarz mechanism

RR-axion

• Tadpoles and Anomalies

Cancellation of massless tadpoles between disk and crosscap

X

b

NbRb(m,J) = 4!mU(m,J) ,

Determines Chan-Paton multiplicities Nb

Then: purely cubic Tr F 3 anomalies cancel

Remaining ones cancelled by Green-Schwarz terms

Two-point RR-twoform/gauge boson vertices generate masses for anomalous
U(1) and some non-anomalous ones

In these models: B+L massive, Y massless (required), B-L massive or massless

Baryon and Lepton number remain as perturbative symmetries

Axion-Vector boson vertex

Generates mass vector bosons of anomalous symmetries

But may also generate mass for non-anomalous ones
(Y, B!L)

(e.g . B + L)
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Scope of the Search

168 Gepner models

5403 MIPFs

49322 Orientifolds

45761187347637742772 combinations of 
four boundary labels (brane stacks)

Essential to decide what to search for!
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Chiral SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) spectrum:

• Chirality

Chiral with respect to SU(3) ! SU(2) ! U(1)

3(u, d)L + 3uc
L + 3dc

L + 3(e!, !)L + 3e+
L

Chiral with respect to Chan-Paton group but not with
respect to SU(3) ! SU(2) ! U(1)

• 3 Left-handed anti-neutrinos [100%]
• Higgs (w.r.t. U(2)b) [0.3%]
• Mirrors of (u, d) or (e!, !) (w.r.t. U(2)b) [1.5%]
• SM singlets from hidden sector [12.5%]

Y massless

What to search for
The Madrid model

N=1 Supersymmetry
No tadpoles, global anomalies

Y =
1
6
Qa !

1
2
Qc !

1
2
Qd



The hidden Sector
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lepto-quark

Higgs

charge 1/2



Required Spectrum

3 families of SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)

+ non-chiral matter



statistics

Total number of 4-stack configurations 45761187347637742772
(45.7 x 1018)

Total number scanned 43752168618082181524

Total number of SM configurations 45051902
fraction: 1.0 x 10-12

Total number of tadpole solutions
1649642 

fraction: 3.8 x 10-14 (*)

Total number of distinct solutions 211634

(*) cf. Gmeiner, Blumenhagen,Honecker,Lüst,Weigand: “One in a Billion”



Standard model type: 6
Number of factors in hidden gauge group: 0
Gauge group: U(3) x Sp(2) x U(1) x U(1)

Number of representations: 19

              3 x  (V ,V ,0 ,0 ) chirality 3
               3 x  (V ,0 ,V ,0 ) chirality -3
               3 x  (V ,0 ,V*,0 ) chirality -3
              9 x  (0 ,V ,0 ,V ) chirality 3

               5 x  (0 ,0 ,V ,V ) chirality -3
               3 x  (0 ,0 ,V ,V*) chirality -3 

  2 x  (V ,0 ,0 ,V )
 10 x  (0 ,V ,V ,0 )
  2 x  (Ad,0 ,0 ,0 )
  2 x  (A ,0 ,0 ,0 ).......

Higgs:   (2,1/2)+  2*,1/2)              5
    Non-chiral SM matter   (Q,U,D,L,E,N):  0  0  0  3  1  0

Adjoints:                            2  0  9  3
Symmetric Tensors:                   1 10  7  3
Anti-Symmetric Tensors:              1 14  3  2

Lepto-quarks:   3,-1/3),  3,2/3)       1  0
Non-SM   a,b,c,d)                     0  0  0  0

       Hidden   Total dimension)             0   (chirality 0)

sin2(!w) = .5271853
!3

!2
= 3.2320501



• Number of families
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Nr of chiral families

Standard model spectrum with 1 till 9 chiral families

type 4
type 2
type 0
type 5
type 3
type 1

Note: includes type-1 spectra with massive B-L
(for 1,2 and 4 families; not found with 3 families)





U(5)

(10)

(5*)

SU(5) models



SU(5)

      3 x  (A ,0 ,0 ) chirality 3
      11 x  (V ,V ,0 ) chirality -3
      8 x  (S ,0 ,0 ) chirality 0
      3 x  (Ad,0 ,0 ) chirality 0
      1 x  (0 ,A ,0 ) chirality 0
      3 x  (0 ,V ,V ) chirality 0
      8 x  (V ,0 ,V ) chirality 0
      2 x  (0 ,S ,0 ) chirality 0
      4 x  (0 ,0 ,S ) chirality 0
      4 x  (0 ,0 ,A ) chirality 0

Type:       U  O  O 
Dimension   5  1  1

Note: gauge group is just SU(5)!



Summary

Examples exist of chiral orientifold SSM spectra exist

 Without mirrors

 Without adjoints

 Without (anti)-symmetric tensors

 Without Observable-Hidden matter

 Without hidden sector



Summary

Examples exist of chiral orientifold SSM spectra exist

 Without mirrors

 Without adjoints

 Without (anti)-symmetric tensors

 Without Observable-Hidden matter

 Without hidden sector

....but to get all this simultaneously requires
more statistics



It’s just one small step:
874 Hodge numbers scanned
at least 30000 known (M. Kreuzer)


